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Librarian’s Corner
Flux Capacitor

Firestarter

Illuminatus! by Robert Anton Wilson
and Robert Shea

M

y basic finding is that life energy
pervades the entire universe, just
as light and gravity do. Therefore,
all life is one, just as all light is one. All energies, you see, are broadcast from a central
source, yet to be found. If our four amino
acids - adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine suddenly became life when you throw them together, then all chemicals
are potentially alive. You and me and the fish and bugs are that kind of
life made from adenine, cytosine, guanine, and thymine: DNA life.
What we call dead matter is another kind of life: non-DNA life.
Okay so far? If awareness is life, and if life is one, then the awareness
of the individual is just one of the universe's sensory organs. The universe produces beings like us in order to perceive itself. You might
think of it as a giant, self-contained eye. Consciousness is therefor also
manifested as telepathy, clairvoyance, and telekinesis. Those phenomena are simply non-localised versions of consciousness. I'm very interested in telepathy, and I've had a lot of success with telepathic research.
These cases of communication are just further evidence that consciousness is a seamless web throughout the universe.

The Everyday
Alchemist’s
Happiness
Handbook, by
Natalie Fee

H

appiness
has been
holding
out its hand to you since the day
you were born, longer perhaps,
waiting for the time when you run
out of excuses and say…yes."
Packed with practical, down-toearth advice, The Everyday Alchemist's Happiness Handbook reveals how the choices we make on a
daily basis effect our sense of fulfilment and puts forward a set of
highly accessible and effective tools
to help each of us live brighter,
happier lives.

Fixer

A Confederacy Of Dunces, by John Kennedy Toole

A

Confederacy of Dunces is a picaresque novel by American novelist John
Kennedy Toole which reached publication in 1980, eleven years after the
author’s suicide. Toole wrote the novel in 1963 during his last few months
in Puerto Rico.
Published through the efforts of writer Walker Percy (who also contributed a foreword) and Toole's mother, Thelma, the book became first a cult classic, then a mainstream success; it earned Toole a posthumous Pulitzer Prize for Fiction in 1981, and
is now considered a canonical work of modern literature of the Southern United

States.
The book's title refers to an epigram from Jonathan Swift's essay, Thoughts on Various Subjects, Moral and
Diverting: "When a true genius appears in the world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are
all in confederacy against him.”
Its central character, Ignatius J. Reilly, is an educated but slothful 30"Is it the part of the police department to harass me when this city is a ﬂagyear-old man living with his mother
rant vice capital of the civilized world?" Ignatius bellowed over the crowd
in the Uptown neighbourhood of
in front of the store. "This city is famous for its gamblers, prostitutes, exhibiearly-1960s New Orleans who, in his
tionists, anti-Christs, alcoholics, sodomites, drug addicts, fetishists, onanquest for employment, has various
ists, pornographers, frauds, jades, litterbugs, and lesbians, all of whom are
only too well protected by graft."
adventures with colourful French
Quarter characters.
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PREVIOUSLY, on EXCHANGE STATION…
At that, the doors of the Waiting Room burst open and out came Claudia, Queen of the Soot Black Station. Her cloak of
birds spreading its magnificence in her wake, singing its many impossible hearts out. Then they were suddenly silent.
And Claudia said:
“Well! At least NOW we are getting SOMEWHERE!”
Now read on…

Exchange Station (Part 2): Queen of the Soot Black Station
Jeff Young, Tom Calderbank, Claudia Boulton
“Don’t worry Tommy, you ain’t going NOWHERE.” You may
have tickets to ride, Gentlemen, but the trains don’t run
on time here as you know. They run on forever,
and if you miss the moment…” she
paused. “You may never get another
one. Remember, you’re here to
stay, to assist the passengers.
NOW here comes the express
from OTHERWHERE!”
AS she spoke, there was a
huge puff of smoke and a
waft of heated metal blew
down the platform and the
pant of an engine slowing
down, a squeal of brakes
and a huge sigh of steam.
In the deafening Silence that
followed the only sound was a
click clikclikigg of machinery cooling
down. The birds stirred restlessly
creating shifting shape around the Queen.
The stationmasters ran to open the doors of the
first-class carriages. Out jumped …some very queer folk
indeed…
The stationmasters seemed to know who they
were and shunted them off efficiently to
other platforms waving flags embroidered
with strange sigils.
Claudia reached under the Flying Cloak
and produced a small silver whistle on
a chain from round her neck. She blew
and the shrill sound pierced the heavy
atmosphere. The birds began to stir and
spread their wings. “See?” she cried
“The only way out is up, up to the top of
the cupola and through the smoke hole.
Off the tracks! It’s a one-way ticket, no
return. Are you ready for the ride of your
life?”
Queen of the Soot Black Station, hair like
umbrella spokes, reaches into the shadows
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and pulls out weather. Even in train stations, just as in
cathedrals there are seasons and storms. Sheltering
beneath her hair of spokes and lightning rods
she summons dead travellers – men with
skin like gaberdine raincoats, children
with laughter like wellington boots
in puddles, lovers adrift on gusts
of lust and summer breeze
sighs, women made of winter,
thawing slowly in steam.
Night weather, train station
weather, haunted weather
where lost souls huddle
awaiting their departure. The
Mad Queen walks amongst
them, singing softly – a lullaby,
a funeral hymn, a keening and
a love song. How beautiful she is,
wild eyed and translucent, her soul’s
illumination shining through her skin.
This is her dominion, the Night Station of
Hallucinations, Engine House of Dreams. She walks,
unbuttoning her Coat of Impossible Birds, releasing Crow,
Nightingale, Cormorant, Owl, and other birds unnamed,
yet to be inducted into the conference of birds. A
howling, roaring, echoing cacophony in the cathedral
of visions. This is the weather of saints and
demons, weather of creatures, weather
of imagination, weather of delinquent
dreaming, weather of tenderness and
love.
Clutching our pennies, we wait at the
ticket office to pay for our journeys into
her heart. At midnight, Claudia, the
Queen of the Soot Black Station,
opens up her coat and draws
us deep inside her. Wanderers,
drifters, dreamers, poets, orphans,
imagineers, revolutionaries, clowns, the
possessed and the dispossessed – all
aboard, into her heart’s dream-weather…
The journey begins.

Glitch 11(a)

Glitch 11(e)

Spend some time doing something you enjoy
with someone you care about. Be present. Pay
attention.

Each time you are in the middle of something
and get interrupted, come to a full stop.
Consider that interruption as your death.
Get a real sense of finality, as if that
moment were your departure from the
universe. Notice your feelings on each
occasion of interruption-death. Do your
feelings change with repetition?

Glitch 11(b)
Go out and find a bench somewhere there are
people. Sit on the bench. Set a timer for an
hour. For everything you notice consider
its trajectory through the world, and ask
how long it might continue to exist for.
Allow your awareness of each thing to expand
to include its progress towards passing
away. Notice how every thing is on its way to
dust: every person, every building, every
object. Sit with the feeling that every
element in your sensorium will be gone
sooner or later, and that with every passing
moment something of every element is lost.

Glitch 11(c)
Go to a graveyard and play a game which you
enjoy. One which absorbs all your awareness.
Pay attention to the moment you finish the
game, as your awareness which was absorbed
in the game expands to encompass your
surroundings. Sit there for a while and take
in your surroundings.

Glitch 11(d)
At the end of the day, go to bed a bit earlier
than usual. Get ready and lie down in bed.
As you lie there, get the sense that there is a
very real possibility that you may not wake
up in the morning. Let what follows from
that sink in. Say goodbye to all of your
friends, relatives, and life situations
which you might leave behind. Then
surrender to the possibility, and allow
yourself to enter deep sleep voluntarily...
If you do wake up in the morning, notice how
you feel in the moment of awakening. Adopt
the notion that you have awoken in a new
world. Although things may look similar to
'yesterday', accept as reality that 'today' is
literally a different world. Take a little
time to make that true, then get up. Take
nothing for granted: you know nothing about
what will happen in this new world.
Spend some time doing something you enjoy
with someone you care about. Be present. Pay
attention. Is there any difference this
time?

Glitch 11(f)
You have just discovered that you will die in
one hour. Set a timer for one hour. Keep the
timer with you. Consult it as moved to.
Allow this sensation to become as real for
you as gravity. Feel its significance in
your body. Notice the nature of your
awareness, as the few remaining moments of
your life elapse. Notice that there is
experiencing happening, irrespective of the
content of the experience. Notice any
difference in the character of your
experiencing, knowing that it will soon end.
What will you do with this precious last
hour? How will you settle your unfinished
business with life? Will you be satisfied
that you have completed your life? Have you
have done what you came here to do? What is
left undone? What needs to be fixed? Will
you die with a clear conscience, without
regret? What must you do to be ready to die?
When the timer countdown is finished, look
back at the hour which has just passed as if
it had been your final hour on Earth, and you
have just now realised that you have died.
Ask yourself if you are satisfied with how
you have used this last precious hour of
life.
What would you do differently if you were
given just one more hour? Resolve to step up
in this bonus hour, even just a little... to be
more awake to the world, to embrace the
opportunities, to express the unexpressed,
to wring the most awareness from every
remaining moment. With just one more hour
before you die, what have you got to lose? So
demand from yourself a little more courage,
a little more clarity, a little more honesty,
a little more thirst for life.
An hour later, if you are still alive, ask
yourself the same question once again.
Repeat until satisfied, or until you reach
your true final hour, whichever occurs
first.

[These experiments are invitations, which you may choose to accept at your own risk. You
are responsible for your own wellbeing. Don't hurt yourself, but don't use that as an
excuse for inaction. You are the authority, but you may not be what you think you are.
For entertainment purposes only.]
For more experiments and tech support email lab@glitchexperiments.com
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When the planet weeps
Change choice to heal its gasping heave
When the words are full of dangerous rhetoric
Speak clearly and with kindness counteract
When the body falters from the all it’s taken in
Be gentle with it – heal and rest and sleep
And when the heart weighs heavy from the loss
Surrender to the pain but don’t give up
When days seem long and nights are longer still
Create to make the moments magical
And when lies appear to swallow up the moon
Illuminate and hum a different tune
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Return of the Healing Maiden
For twenty years I’ve been proclaiming
what I call ‘Merlin’s Prophecy’. It started
in the nineties when I scripted an IrishAmerican TV programme on ‘Merlin,
the Last of the Druids’. Around the
Millennium I made a storytelling show on
Merlin. To prepare I combed Geoffrey of
Monmouth’s ‘Prophecies of Merlin’ (from
‘The History of the Kings of Britain’,
1136AD) as well as R.J. Stewart’s book,
which explores their meaning. Much of
Geoffrey’s version is obscure. It’s likely
he embellished what was left of the
original with detail from his own monkish
mind. But some of his lines jump out.
It’s these I’ve woven into the prophetic
poem I speak.
Merlin uttered this prophecy, it’s said,
after releasing dragons from their nest
in an extinct volcano in Eryri. This spot,
once regarded as the strongest place
in the land, was called the Fort of Fiery
Higher Powers. As the dragons erupted
into the air the young Merlin stood firm,
absorbing their power and inhaling the
breath of prophecy. The words he spoke
have echoed down the centuries.
The red and white dragons, he said,
represented the indigenes and the
invaders. There’s long been conflict
in these islands between ‘the ancient
ones, bearers of tradition, those who
have been here since the beginning’, and
‘the greedy, grasping newcomers’, the
Romans, Saxons, Vikings, Normans or
English. Such conflict will continue, said
Merlin, until ‘arises the Boar of Cornwall
who will bring peace and harmony to this
land. He will be the noblest king and tales
of his exploits will be as meat and drink
to storytellers who relate them in ages to
come.’ This is a reference to Arthur, the
crowning king of British legend, who’s
stories are indeed told to this day.
Then Merlin’s Prophecy seems to
reach far forward into ‘our time’.
‘Though the Goddess be forgotten,’ he
said, ‘the soil will become fruitful beyond
Man’s need’. Fertiliser, surplus, excess…
‘The Fatted Boar will proffer food and
drink’. I think of supermarkets. ‘The
Hedgehog will hide its Apples in London’.
‘Apples’ symbolise wealth and London
is the centre of money. ‘Underground
passages will be built beneath the city’.

An example of ‘healing maidens’
at the forefront.

That’s even got the name in it! ‘Stones will
speak, the sea to France will shrink and
the secrets of the deep will be revealed.’
Mobile phones, Channel Tunnel, Hubble
Telescope?
But then Merlin says: ‘Beware the Ass
of Complacency, swift against goldsmiths,
slow
against
ravenous
wolves’.
Complacency is an Ass!!! It destroys
beauty and value and leads into the
jaws of destruction. ‘Oak trees shall burn
and acorns grow on lime trees’. Wildfires
and genetic engineering? ‘Fish will die
in the heat and from them serpents will
be born’. The warming seas causing
ecological collapse…
If storytellers are to be believed,
Merlin predicted all this sixteen hundred
years ago.
Then everything changes.
‘Root and branch will change places
and the newness of the thing shall seem
a miracle’. The world is turned upside
down overnight. What was impossible is
suddenly possible. Like a miracle.
‘The Healing Maiden will return, her
footsteps bursting into flame’. This is the
long-forgotten Goddess…
‘She will weep tears of compassion for
the people and the land.’ Her grief and
her care.
‘Dry up polluted rivers with her breath’.
‘Her breath’ is speech, song, story, chant,
spell, poem, prayer, conversation…
healing the polluted rivers of the soul.
‘She will carry the City in her Right
Hand, the Forest in her Left’. A perfect

symbol of Nature and Culture in balance.
‘And nourish the creatures of the
deep’. Give succour to the invisible ones,
hidden, far away, long ago.
Now I must confess my own act of
embellishment. I have Merlin quoting
from the Egyptian Book of the Dead! I
like to think he may have known it.
‘With her blessing Man will become
like God, waking as if from a dream.
Radiant face, glowing like the rising
sun. Shining eyes, like twin silver moons.
Radiant ears, shimmering with song.
Shining lips that dance over words,
words of magic that burst into the air
becoming swallows.
The Soul shall Walk Out. The Mind of
Fire shall burn.
And, in the Twinkling of an Eye…’ Back
to Merlin now…
The Dust of the Ancients Shall Be
Restored.’
The ‘dust of the ancients’ suggests
the knowing of long ago. Riding the
chariot of the Healing Maidens this ageold wisdom will return, fresh, urgent,
alive…
So, praise the Healing Maidens, the
women who are in their power and doing
strong, transformative, magical work.
Support them. Acknowledge them. Step
up beside them. Be inspired by them.
There are many. Find them. Be one
of them. We can all use the qualities
of compassion, healing, balance and
nourishment to drive the change. Be the
Soul Walking Out!
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Yule
Celebrations
In medieval times Yule was the
longest holiday by far. A huge log
was burned for 12 days and nights to
mark the rebirth of the light. Chaotic
celebrations, influenced by the Roman
festival of Saturnalia when army roles
were reversed, included the rich and
the poor, men and women, dressing
up as each other. The poor would be
waited on and given presents by the
rich. Men would wait on women as the
women ordered them about. Remnants
of these customs can be seen in
traditional pantomime in the dame and
principal boy characters. All this being
“the world turning upside down” as the
sun seemed to do.

Design on a bronze pinhead. The Capricorn Goddess giving birth to the divine
child at the solar new year. Luristan circa 1,000 BC

Winter Equinox
The word Yule is derived from the Old
Norse word for wheel, referring to the
moment when the cycle of the year is at
its low point, ready to rise again.
This year the winter equinox occurs
on the 21st December. The longest
night when the sun rises and sets at
the same time for three mornings
and evenings with time seeming to
“stand still” in a manner, before light
returning, days becoming longer. A
very auspicious occasion, celebrated
and marked for centuries.
The returning of the light, rebirth
of the sun, is often symbolised with
the celebration of a baby being born as
saviour. This is traditional across many
cultures; the Roman God Mithras and
Greek Attis, are said to have been born
at this time. Druids celebrate Alban
Arthan, the day of King Arthur.

Newgrange
Where Stonehenge is aligned to
summer solstice, Newgrange (Bru
na Bhoinne) about 5200 years old, is
built to align towards the sunrise of
winter solstice. When the sun reaches a

certain angle, the light shines through
a “roof box”, along a 57-foot passage
until it falls on a big stone, which bears
the carving of a three-fold spiral. The
event lasts for about 15 minutes and
has been interpreted as the insertion of
a ray of light by the Sun God into the
womb of Mother Earth to bring about
the creation of new life in spring.

The Green Man
The Holly King rules over the dark
part of the year – midsummer to Yule
then surrenders to the young Oak King
being reborn at winter solstice who
then rules over the light part of the year,
until midsummer. Both are fighting tor
the love of the Goddess, they surrender
for the wellbeing of the land. They are
actually two faces of the same.
Throughout time the returning of
the light brings hope. On solstice eve,
20th December, why not light candles
for meditation or burn a yule log with
friends?
Thoughts on hope, reparations,
freedom, peace, love, light and balance
across the world, for yourself, family
and friends. Many meditations for
guiding us through the longest night
will be available online this year,
perhaps you could research now which
you would like to join.
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Magic Words
Think once, think twice, think magic
Magical thinking has been getting a bad rap lately,
you know? People have been getting it confused
with irrational thinking, with wishful thinking, and
in some cases with downright stupidity. These are
the kind of times that make you question why you
even got involved with magic in the first place. So,
what can serious (or even gonzo) magicians do to
stay on the right side of this egregious paranoid
clusterfuck?
It’s more important than ever, I think, to
distinguish between magic and superstition.
Superstition is negative and rooted in fear: “If I
don’t do X, Y and Z, then some mysterious external
force (usually just vaguely termed ‘bad luck’) will do
terrible things to me.” Magic, on the other hand, is
positive and rooted in empowerment: “If I do X, Y
and Z then I believe it will help me to achieve the
goals I’m working towards”, or even “I am going to
do X, Y and Z in a spirit of curiosity, just to see what
will happen.”

Taking back control
Magic is about taking control of your life, which
is another way of saying that it’s about taking
responsibility for your life. Again, this distinguishes it
from superstition, which seeks to evade responsibility
by shifting the blame for good luck and misfortune
alike onto impersonal forces (e.g., it all happened
because a black cat crossed my path). When we
do the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram,
for instance, we become the centre of a microcosm
of the entire universe. Every thought, every desire,
and every action we have is amplified, so that it has
cosmic consequences: as above, so below.
Therefore, acting as magicians, we must behave
as though everything we do has far-reaching
consequences, and is reflected in our wider
environment. Every act of kindness, every friendly
word, every positive thought; but also, every surrender
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to pessimism and hopelessness, every selfish turning
away, and every angry outburst, potentially creates
the reality we are all living in.

What is magic for?
These are hard times. A lot of strong people are
struggling, and a lot of powerful fighters are giving in
to despair. It’s hard to know what to say or do to pull
them out, when the darkness is self-evidently real.
Hope is in short supply; but that doesn’t mean it’s
a luxury. No, hope is a necessity, and we all have to
hang on to what little we’ve got, and if we can, share
it around.
As magicians, we don’t deny the darkness. Magic
isn’t a distraction, a way to pretend that everything
is all love and light, or a way to fill our personal
space with nice comforts that will insulate us from
the pain and suffering constantly on our doorstep.
Magic isn’t an entertainment: in a way, it’s the
end of entertainment. As magicians, we have a
responsibility to look despair and darkness in the
eye, to recognise it, and to accept that it exists. We
respect its power, and we know that it is strong. But
we do not surrender.
We never give in to the darkness, and we never
encourage our friends and allies to give in to it either.
We fight it, because it’s coming into our territory, our
lives, and we are in control here. We know that we
have power, and we have agency, and we will not
allow despair and hopelessness to take that away
from us.
At the same time, we must get to know death, old
age, sickness and infirmity. These are teachers, and
realities that we need to accept, not fear. Death is the
great mystery, the proof of magic; and as magicians
we must always be on speaking terms with our own
death. When the time comes, we will not run from
it, but actively go to meet it. Then we find Death is
the oldest ally of all, who’s been with us every step
of the way.
The Door
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This Time Next Week
The Procrastinator

Bags are packed, I’m taking flight
Day of the Dead goes off tonight
You lot will be a lovely sight
Shining under bright starlight
Today’s a day for celebration
Reflection and consideration
With lots of verbal masturbation
Hearty cheer and jubilation
Together we will stroll the dales
Torches lighting up our trail
Sharing all our latest tales
Of our successes and our fails
As evening falls the bricks get laid
Words are spoken, debts are paid
We’re all a little less afraid
To be part of this escapade
Then off to grab a beer or two
Maybe get a tad askew
As I look to emerge anew
Following a late curfew
But first I’ll dance just like a loon
Moving like a true buffoon
Ta-ta Pilgrims, see you soon
I’ll catch you underneath the moon
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Nature Mandalas are such a Mindful, Magical and Connective way to tap into and appreciate Beauty.
They make you Pause
and Breathe…
From the moment you step out of the door and breathe in the dew as you collect your treasures
you connect with nature, that which is around you, you appreciate it in minute detail.
You need to allow yourself around two hours to collect and create. You can use fresh or dried plants
or a combination of both. You may construct and deconstruct as you get in the flow.
Enjoy the process. While you create allow each leaf, each flower, each seed,
to remind you of friends, family and memories; let new ideas and peace flow through you.
Enjoy the textures, colours and shapes.
Absolutely anyone can create one. Just take your time and learn from the flow.
You will need
Secateurs for cutting from plants and trimming stalks to allow things to sit how you envisage.
Tweezers for moving things around and placing things carefully, fingers can be a bit chunky and clumsy.
Art paint brush for gently sweeping and debris away.
18
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Laertes and Generations,
In every City, in every Land, a spectre haunts every
Bodger. It is the Spectre of those arboreal citizens whose
struggles have furnished the CABAL with the wherewithal
of everyday existence. These are the ghosts of trees. The
rap upon the window pane, late at night, in a tower block,
is the spectral twig of long dead tree. Bodging has a reach
that is both surprising and exhilarating.
The Annual Festivals of the Dead flourish in November.
From the Skull Drumming Ceremonies of the Nacirema
Setinarbru in the New World to the L· na Marbh na
Stochestede of the Old World. In each it is the Aboreal
Ghosts who guide and nurture Bodgers from moment to
moment. The Ghosts of Trees permeate the World of
the Bodger. It is this arcane wisdom that the
CABAL would deny us all. The company
of our fellow ghost both arboreal
and familiar.
When the Bodger began
(Bodge #1) the CABAL
impressed their authority
onto
the
publication.
Despite
the
massive
missive of that issue
from my good pen, being
systematically
excised
from circulation, by the
many
many-tentacled
hands of the CABAL, there
exists a fair copy of that
document. Pristine in its
Bodgery. Surrounded by the
ghostly ranks of trees past. It is
the Ghost of Bodgers Past.
It is November. The Blood Month. The
Bodger has finished their yearly round of turning
legs and the Winter is upon us. Those things, such as the
Original Magnificent Letter to the Bodge, that the CABAL
suppressed in Bodge #1, reappears to polterguest and
geist among us. Like melodies. It is November when the
True And Antient Bodger gives thanks and communes with
the Ghosts of the Trees. When the fabric between the
worlds is stretching thinner.
For those unconvinced of the profundity of the Bodge
and the Way of the Bodger, I should care to remind you that
being haunted by trees is no smirking matter. The graceful,
slowly rotating trees of the Baltic Triangle – whose gallant
history is besmirched by a trade in indentured trees from
frigid north of Europe – haunt the corner of the Bodgers
eye. To be haunted by trees is to be driven to bodge or to
madness.
The Allerton Oak is the Antient Seat of all Bodging in the
North. At one time the site of the Hundred Court adjacent
to the Neolithic Burial Mound. It is a place where the
ectoplasm of Bodging is slopped about with gay abandon.
Indeed, much Like Guy Fawkes, before her, Lottie Sleigh
took it upon herself to blow up the Antient Hundred Court
22

and so end the power of Bodging. Awoman with blonde
hair, white bodice, in blue dress, and questionable corset
sailed up the River Mersey and exploded eleven tons of
gunpowder – shattering windows throughout Liverpool and
Birkenhead. It was the first blow of the now perpetual war
of the CABAL on the Bodgers. It is to the shame of every
Godwin and Shelly that such a thing would come to pass.
Truth be told, Lottie Sleigh was seeking to create a
haunted wilderness. A graveyard of trees seething with
the unquiet spirits of beech and birch and oak and ash.
A howling blasted heath. Lottie sought to immanentize
something or other. Although she was vague on the
details. The Allerton Oak was cracked by the blast and she
was rendered wooden and immobile. Thus making known
to Bodgers that the totem of their calling was to be
hideously murdered by the Sleigh CABAL. It
was from this that Bodgers everywhere
did what all good Bodgers do.
They collected the acorns of the
Allerton Oak and they took
them far and wide. Lottie, for
her sins, is immortalised in
a Museum until the day she
is returned to her home.
Bodgers did not merely
make coffee or acorn flour
but planting acorns across
the country. If rumours
are to be believed, acorns
across the Globe. Bodging
and the power of the Bodge,
spinnaker-wise spreading like
the healthy guffaw of nether lips
after a yeasty repast. Lottie Sleigh,
by her affront to the Bodgers of that
Antient Park, has spread the Bodge far
and wide. Thus, ever, shall the CABAL fail.
Yet, the CABAL persists in its attempt to suppress
Bodgers. There can be no respite. For we are surrounded
by the trees of our forebears in bodging. We are swimming
in a sea of departed trees. We are in a charnel house of
knot and grain and leaf and branch. We are submerged in
the invisible corpses of those trees for whom all Bodgers
should give praise. The Trees of Bodging Past. The Blood
Month is, again, another suppressed letter.
Indeed, this letter was forged. A scurrilous attempt to
hide the truth. The Zinoviev of the Bodger #11.
Such is the fate of those whose vocation is to make
known the Word of the World Tree and the Jacobin Tree
from whose branches the CABAL will find their fate. A fate
in which the true word of the Bodger is suppressed behind
a thin veneer – an irony in itself – of civility. Bodgers of the
World Unite, you have nothing to lose but your shames.
Yrs. & c.
sur Hubert Huzzah (postmortuarist)
14 Phalle 148
Bataille De Morsang

Presence, personas and puppetry PART 1
“I’m… I’m real.
I’m a real boy!” Pinocchio
There is a moment when creating a puppet where they come to life. It’s a difficult ephemeral thing to describe, but once experienced it’s
undeniable. You’re no longer alone in the room. Subtle, a life built from imagination and dependent on another’s physical movements
and actions. Fabric, wood, wires. A play being joins you.
The first time I made a puppet I and a friend knew we had to do it and followed the process, bought cheap materials online, watched
endless youtube tutorials and created as we went, whilst listening to Alan Watts, because it was Puppet Alan Watts we were making. I remember a sense of surprised delight when he was suddenly *in the room*. I don’t think I expected that but probably I didn’t really expect
anything, I allowed the situation to unfold and found a fleecy friend with things to tell me at the end of it. Most of my puppets who were
once living people have been writers and thinkers I had some level of interest in before, but have truly learned about through making
them, found their wisdom and their artistry as I get to know their work whilst I work. And that moment of surprise where their character
comes through.
Many may be familiar with the meaning of ventriloquism, belly speaking, and of notions traceable back at least as far as ancient Greek
and biblical times that a ventriloquist is channeling something other when they perform. But what of the non verbal movements of a puppet? My personal experience and from speaking to other puppeteers it can feel like there is a related process at work. This is relatable to
experience of acting and all forms of performance. However could it be that there is something about the act of puppeteering, at creating
this character at a further remove, it gives an extra level to this experience? The added distance creates a physical sense similar to the
observer experienced during mediation.
Something unexpected comes through
Who is puppeteering you?
Fleece heads spark life, their own ideas
Oh ocean of neurosis and deepest truths.
How can I be a real boy?
tbc...
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Spring Equinox in the Spiral of Stones
We gathered during the Spring equinox
'Neath the bare arms of the sycamore
Full of potential ready to burst into bud.
And like a spring uncoiled,
To pay homage to our spiral of stones
Delved in the earths rich soil
Like granary loaves created and set with love.

The circle turned once more
And we, as children of the elements
Gazed in wonder and anticipation at
The circulation of the seasons
As Mother Earth sang her tune
Of life, of death, of re-birth.
Day and night, now equal,
The sun kissed the earth

Filled her with heat . . .deep, deep down
And she responded to his gentle caress
By showing her bountiful, beautiful face.
And by giving life to all things.
In the ever outward spiral of being,
So that we slowly, oh so slowly
Resumed our own cosmic rituals.
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I don’t regret.
I cringe, I shake my head in shame
I rage, I sorrow –
But not regret.

Regret would have me turn back time
To find the moment from which to make a different choice
And every branching marvel from that new trunk would change
These insights lost
All different wisdom gained.

Better surely to assume total rightness
Every cringe and cock-up to enshrine
Than imagine better meddling way back then
Would have me better now:
Better career, better lover, better friend.

Better still: I am the one sent back!
Propelled here by some colossal future gaffe
And arriving at this chosen moment
Boom!
To get it right this time.
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Bob’s your Auntie - No problem too weird

The views of Auntie Bob should be taken with a pinch of salt as she comes from an
alternate reality which has differing dimensional parameters.
26
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WAITING FOR BOULTON
Dream of the Dream Fisher’s Foreshadowing
November 5th 2021
My Dearest Claudia the Authenticator,
I have been waiting for you to come see me in
my dreams with an initial mixture of anxiety
and sorrow. I am still processing the fact that
my attempts to look after you in the days
leading up to your collapse had not somehow
prevented it (‘I shudda chosen a different
miso soup base to the o ne you said was “too
strong”’; ‘I shudda phoned 111 24 hours earlier’
etc). That was 11 days ago now though, and as
knowledge of the event slowly increases and
acceptance creeps in like winter morning
sun, I am beyond the arrogance of blaming
myself for your passing, beyond earlier ‘shock
dreams’ – of desperate divination of shells
in sieves of sludge and dog kibble – looking
for the WHY!?, trying to move beyond the
panic, back to breath, back to deep breath…
always with an astonished sense of wonder
and gratitude that I did get to spend so much
time with you leading up to those fraught 48
hours from Friday afternoon, when we both
thought you were powering through the acute
lower back pain insult of an exacerbated 1970s
riding accident injury that a recent fall had
flared back into angry life. You were lucid at
lunchtime, when I brought you the gluten-free
chicken-and-potato soup, but still unable to
take in anything more challenging than mint
and honey tea. You texted me back without any
spelling mistakes: “weak smile” when I checked
in mid-afternoon to see if you were feeling
any better/if I should come over. I was still
anticipating your customary heroic rallying
return – right up until I got that gasping call to
come over and the whole 999-of-it-all kicked in.
I couldn’t sleep for days, so it’s no wonder you
haven’t been to see me yet. My dream palaces
have been on fire. ‘Healing and hilarity’, to
paraphrase the intention set in the mandala
created by Anwen at May’s Big Rebel Energy
Nutopia Cockpit event (“Hilarity” shouted
out by you), have been working their magic.
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Friends – and your wonderful family – have
made sure I have been able to access the help
I needed to pass through the body-keeps-thescore shit of this acute situation, with deep
tissue massage, breath work etc. I am SO MUCH
more mellow than I was at this point last week,
but I have yet to sleep a night through. Now, I
have a breathing exercise c/o Rebecca Dennis
at The Breathing Tree to quiet my chattering
mind when it wakes me at 2:30, 3:30, 5:15 am
etc… This has been an enormous help.
And last night… I had a visitation in the sleep
that came between 3:30 and 5:15am… It wasn’t
you, Claudia, but it was the Dream Fisher.
Me and my dog Moony were in Regents Park (where
we walked at least once a week when you were in
town), near the main thoroughfare/Boardwalk,
under the trees. It was a sharp, bright morning;
leaves, yellow and brown (not red, so later in the
season than in the waking world), gathering around
our feet. Up ahead of us, joyfully striding and
twirling through the leaves is the Dream Fisher. She
is dressed like Katy Anne Bellis from the Beating of
the Bounds event last year (except her hat is black
velvet, like a Tudor minstrels ‘pie’ hat…
Her head is bowed – I think it’s Kate, but I might be
mistaken, because the Dream Fisher ‘is’ at a more
multiplicitous level than our lovely physical Kate.
They’re Kate & Katy-esque, anyway. As she twirls
and smiles at me she says something like (in Kate’s
voice): “Don’t worry darling, she’s coming. Keep
looking here – at this time, to this place… she’ll get
around to you soon…” and the Dream Fisher twirled
away, kicking up leaves and laughing. And me and
Moony looked at each other and kind of agreed to
try and remember what we’d seen/heard.
No rush, Claudia. I was lucky enough to see
you loads before you went. But I’ll keep an
eye out for you under the trees, in the winter
morning light… x
Michelle Olley (Stay-at-Home, Monkey Butlerturned-Monkey Pirate pilgrim)
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shows we sleep less well if our phone is nearby
• Limit your time on algorithmic feeds – these are designed to
distract you. Where possible, view posts chronologically.

The Oneirosphere: dream worlds, the space occupied by dreams

Oneiroi: the
personification of
dreams and dreaming
in Ancient Greece

Oneironaut: one who explores dreams and dreaming
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Greetings! Another pandemic Christmas is soon upon us, in a world ever more
challenging for so many. That’s why we’d like you to consider buying your cards
from ‘Let Them Eat Cards’ this year, as all profits will go to FareShare.org.uk
to help feed those really struggling this winter.
There are five card designs by different artists:
Jen Allanson, Slim Smith, Jane MacNeil, Luke Elston and Moksha.
We invite you to be part of this small act of Wonderism.
let-them-eat-cards.co.uk

